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, My present invention is a novel and improved. 
„ method of , and apparatus for facilitating certain 

Well-known and standard methods of eye test 
ing, and¿istparticularly directed to improve and 

Fig, 5` is a fragmentary cross-sectional View 
y showing a modified >form of the illuminating fea 
ture. 
As shown in the. drawing,'I prepare a card | 

perfect such devices and methods, as well also printed with a suitable series of test types 2, 3, 4, 5 
to combine in one card or device both the usual 5, 6, and 'I designating diagrammatically all vary- ’ 
test types and devices `for effecting the phoria ing grades and types. At any suitable place in 
test, ' ' ' the card I, I supply the scale Iû for the phoria 

Heretofore it has been necessary for separate test withacentral recess I2, through which alight 
and distinct operations to be carried out, with may shine. Also, on the card lll Iprefer to supply 10 
separate apparatus for Optometrists to test a a metallic reinforcement I4 bent about the lower 
patient’s eyesight with test types of varying end of the card I and fixed centrally thereto to 
grades and distances, and then to have a separate receive and hold a spring clip I5 of the pocket 
phoria test for concentration of the patient’s flashlight holder I6. Attached to the upper part 
eyesight. of the holder I6 is a spring clip I8 having an 15 
By my present invention, I prepare a 'card with angularly positioned reflecting member 20 on the 

the usual test types thereon and associated inner side of which is a reflecting plate or sur 
therewith, preferably centrally of the card,I pro- face 2|. This may be secured in any suitable 
vide a standard scale to cooperate with a lightto manner and, preferably, is a chromium plate zinc 
eifect the phoria test. sheet secured to the inner surface of the angu- 20 

Furthermore, I utilize a simple pocket flash- larly positioned portion 20 by a series of side 
light holder, with proper reñecting means, and clips 22, stamped out of the side wings 23 of the 
means to attach the same to the test type card in reflecting holder portion 20. The pocket flash- _ 
proper alignment so that the entire apparatus light I6, holder 20, and reflector 2| are suitably 
can be instantly assembled, ready for use, and Vproportioned relatively with the opening I2 25 
with a minimum of expense. through the test card I, so that the reflector 2U 

Furthermore, my invention enables the printed will be in alignment with the opening I2 when 
cards prepared for both the combined test type the holder I6 is attached to the card by the clip I5 y 

, and phoria test to be supplied and shipped at engagingthe plate I4 at the bottom of the card I. 
considerable distance at a,V minimum of expense. In order to hold the card I and flashlight holder 30 
The operator can purchase a, supply ofthe hand I6 in correct alignment and insure reflection 
flashlights and can renew the batteries therefor from the light 25 through the opening I2, I pro 
ÍrOm time t0 time, 3S desired, at any ten cent vide on the back of the holder 2B a pair of clips 
store throughout the country. 26, 26 through which a pin 3|] is secured and force 
»Heretofora expensive apparatus has been nec- the pin through the card I directly above the 35 

essary to perform the phoria test and this ex- Yopening I2, as clearly shown in Figs. 1, 2, and 3. 
pense, cumbersomeness, and space required have This insures correct alignment of the holder and 
rendered it extremely limited in use and diñicult card during use. 
fOr the aVerage OptOmetriSt. 0r those practicing While I find it advantageous and convenient 
in small towns, to have the advantage of same, to provide the attachment comprising the spring 40 
Whereas my device, being simple, compact, and clip I8 and the holder 20 positioned at 45° rela 
effective, and manufactured at a nominal cost, is tively with the holder I6 and card I to produce 
capable 0f universel use. thus greatly increasing the reflection from the light 25 through the open 
the advantages 0f the phoria test in describing ing I2, I may also provide a small recess 3| 
corrective lenses for the patient needing the same. through the sides of the holder I6 in a position 45 

Referring to» the drawing showing preferred to permit the light from the lamp 25 to shine 
embodiments of my invention, directly therethrough and to have the same pro 

Fig. 1 is a plan view of my 'combined card for portioned with the opening I2 so that the opening 
test types and phoria test with the portable 2| will register with the opening I2 in the card I. 
flashlight attached thereto; This would eliminate the necessity of the attach- 50 

Fig. 2 is a side view of the same; ing clip I8 and reflector 2|. 
Fig. 3 is an enlarged view of the reflecting at- This modiñcation simpliñes the construction 

tachment which I apply to the ilashlight and with but necessitates a special opening 3| to be formed 
the aligning and attaching means; in the sides of the holder I6. In either form, the 

Fig. 4 is a cross-sectional View, and 55 55 
resultant effect and advantage is the same, and 
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various other modiñcations will readily occur to 
those skilled in the art, and which modiñcations 
are Within the scope of my present invention. 
In using the apparatus it is customary to carry 

a set or number of the testing charts, which may 
be readily contained in an envelope in the pocket 
of the optician, with one or more of the flash 
light elements I6 also being carried in the pocket, 
being held in the pocket by clip I5, and ready for 
instant use, The chart and member I6 are In 
stantly assembled by fitting the same in position 
and in proper alignment with the pin 30 so that 
the reflector 2l Will register with the opening I2, 
whereupon the phoria test is performed. 

This consists in ñrst using a red colored lens, 
which Will thereupon show the exphoria or esso 
phoria, at either right o-r left, respectively, of 
the center opening, and the same may be meas 
ured on the scale I0 in alignment with the open 
ing I2. Thereupon a displacement prism is 4util 
ized, which will show the same result only above 
or below the opening I2, no scale being necessary 
in the latter instance. Due corrections in accord 
ance therewith are thereupon made. 
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The advantages, usefulness, importance, and 
desirability of my invention combining in a sim 
ple, eñìcient, and inexpensive manner both the 
phoria test and type test for use with an inex 
pensive, detachable, and readily renewable light 
element Will be readily appreciated, and I Wish 
to lclaim these features and the method of simul 
taneous testing herein broadly. 

I claim: 
An improved article of manufacture compris 

ing a pocket flashlight member provided with a 
resilient clip adjacent the lamp, a reflector on the 
clip angularly positioned abo-ve the lamp and 
having a pin mounted on the back of the reflector 
ladapted to penetrate and hold a test chart with 
an aperture therein for phoria tests, a holder on 
the flashlight near the end opposite to said lamp 
and positioned to hold the test card with the 
opening therethrough in alinement with the re 
flector and with said pin penetrating said card 
above said opening, both holder and pin providing 
detachable means for connecting the card and 
flashlight in a proper alinement. 

» ARTHUR L. BOYD. 
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